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Four Master Songs

Eternal Love

Poem by Harold Flammer

Music by Frank A. Brown

Voice

Andante

The years pass all too quickly in their flight; Too long we

Piano

in-gore by the flow-ery way, As you and I, mid dreamy rapture

Con treble

must to taste the pleasures of to-day.
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A Star-Rosary

- Poem by

Reginald de Koven, Op. 298

Music by

Voice

Moderato appassionato

I breathed a

Piano

f piano and poco rubato ten. rall. a dim.
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To Lady Julia

Poem by Harold Flammer

Music by C. Whitney Croome

Voice

Con moto pensiero U, sol

la-dy so

Piano

cond. ped.

wonderful face, mine needs no flower in her hair, No precious jewel, silk or

lance, To light the gen-
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Patter of the Shoon

- Poem by

Joyce Chazy

Music by Brynon/Truburas

Voice

Fadly quickly

Years a way o'er

Piano

leagues of waters sleeps a land of Cherry Shoon,
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Price, each, 60 cents net